Judiciary decides
complaint against
REC has no merit

2,1982

By Holly Fletcher
The A.S. Judiciary ruled Wednesday that the
formal complaint filed by Andy Arais, A.S. vice
president, charging campaign violations in
publicity for the Rec Center referendum has no
merit.
The complaint was disallowed," said Dave
Sturrock, Judiciary chairman. The election will
stand."
"It has to be established that the election is
so prejudiced that a fair selection was not
possible," he said. The arguments presented
fell short of this."
The formal complaint, sent to the A.S.
Election Board, charged that the Student Union

board of governors "distributed a flier with
information that was either false or
misleading."
The election board voted to send the complaint to the Judiciary for their consideration. If
the committee had found election code
violations, they could have ruled the referendum
be resubmitted to the voters.
However, in a closed session, the cJrnmittee
voted 4-0 that the complaint was not valid.
"I’m pleased they ruled it invalid," Ron
Barrett, S.U. director said. "I thought the
complaints were fairly superficial."
"I think the Union got away with a
dangerous precedent," Arias said, adding that
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support outside Wahlquist
Library. The bell dates back
to the San Jose Normal
School and was originally
located in the tower which
harbors electronic chimes.
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he thought the students "were persuaded enough
that it made a difference in the election outcome)."
The Rev Center is a $13 million complex that
will house racquetball courts, swimming pools,
shops, seating for 10,000 and other facilities and
is expected to be completed in 1985.
It will be funded through student fees which
will increase $10 this fall. After two years, the
fees will increase to approximately $40 a
semester.
The proposal was approved in the general
election, with 59 percent of the 2,800 voting
students approving the Rec Center.
continued on page 4

Program board costs prompt
charges of embezzlement
By Lenny Bonsall
and Jon Swartz
Tempers flared Wednesday
afternoon at the A.S. board meeting
when Director of Cal State Affairs
Jim Rowen exchanged verbal barbs
with Bill Rolland, program board
director, over a $12.58 discrepancy.
The argument began when the
board confronted Rolland with
questions concerning a recent trip
by three program board members to
Sacramento for a talent conference.
The board contended that
Rolland, Martha Brandt, program
board forums chairman, and Jeff
Bader, former contemporary arts
chairman, violated A.S. travel
requirements during the trip.
The charges concerned money
taken from the program board’s
travel budget for last semester’s
trip. A.S. budget stipulations allow
$16 per day per person for food and
$2 a day for "incidentals." The fourday trip provided $72 for each person
during their stay.
Receipts saved from the trip,
however, do not account for the
entire $216 provided to the three
travelers. The board also questioned
the expenditure of. one persons
allotment in one day, rather than
spreading the amount over the fourday trip.
Rowen attacked Rolland for the
discrepancies.
"Why did this happen?" Rowen
asked the program board director.
"Thought you’d have a little fun with
AS. money?"
Rolland defended himself,
saying the money was spent "for
dinner for myself, Mr. Bader and
Ms. Brandt."
"We don’t usually go around to
restaurants and buy each other
dinner at the program board, do
we?" Rowen asked Rolland. He was
referring to an incident where
Brandt allegedly took her colleagues
out to dinner and paid the $65 tab
with her travel expenditures.
"No, we don’t normally i do
that)," Rolland answered.
"They why did you do it this
time?" Rowen pressed.
"It seemed like a good idea at
the time, Jim," Rolland said.
Rowen then took the opportunity
to refresh the board’s memory about
a past incident.
"There seems to be a little
irresponsibility going on here
perhaps some history from San
Antonio," Rowen said, recalling a
similar conflict with the program
board about a trip taken last year.
Business Affairs Director Clark
Meadows questioned Rolland about
the number of people present on the
trip.

"Why were there three people
going when (budget stipulations)
allow only two?" Meadows asked.
"You should have had the
stipulations waived if you knew in
advance that three were going."
"I didn’t think it was important," Rolland responded.
The remark infuriated Rowen.
"So, you don’t think our I A.S.)
steps are that important?" an angry
Rowen asked. "I guess that we’re
going to sit up here and condone
embezzlement." Rowen’s response
shocked the board of directors and

President Tony Robinson objected to
the statement.
After the furor died down,
Rolland admitted to making an
error, adding that the trip was
"approved by the controller and the
business office, so I assumed
nothing was wrong."
"We just want to have a good
time (on these trips)," Rolland
continued. "These trips are to
reward us for the hard work we put
in for the year."
The board eventually agreed to
waive the stipulations violated by

the program board. The program
board was also ordered to reimburse
AS. for the money unaccounted for.
Andy Arias, A.S. vice president, set
the sum at $12.58.
After the meeting, Rolland was
still upset at Rowen’s remarks.
"Just let him say what he wants
to," Rolland said, referring to
Rowen.
Rowen also took his shots
following the meeting, calling the
actions of the program board,
"irresponsible and criminal."

Cancer causing compound may be
stored in special sheds at CSU sites
By Chris Borden
An official from the state
Department of Health Services will
be at SJSU today to inspect some
buildings for the location of transformers and other equipment that
might contain PCBs.
a
waste
W.J.
Arnone,
management specialist with the
department, will inspect "15 or 20"
of SJSU’s 70 buildings, according to
Ron Montgomery, director of environmental health and occupational safety.
The inspection is part of a plan
to bring state buildings into compliance with state and federal
regulations regarding labeling,
storage and handling of hazardous
materials such as PCBs.
PCB (polychlorinated biphenyl)
is a known cancer-causing agent. It
was first used in the early ’305 as an
insulator in electrical equipment
such as transformers. Its use was
widespread until the mid-1970s when
it was banned by the Environmental
Protection Agency. It can cause
cancer, skin burns, kidney damage
and sterility. It is most commonly
found in older transformers and
fluorescent lighting and is closely
related to the pesticide DDT.
Montgomery said the transformers have never been sampled
for PCBs.
treating
nothing
"We’re
liberally," Montgomery said.
"Anything we might suspect (to be
PCB) we’re treating as if it were."
Montgomery also said he isn’t
aware of any leaking transformers
on campus.

The state is "just inspecting to
see if we’re abiding by laws,"
Montgomery said.
There are no plans to replace
lighting ballast or tansformers that
might contain PCBs, Montgomery
said. The state and federal laws
required that drums, equipement
and transformers that might contain
PCBs be so labeled.
"We should know what we have
(in the way of PCBs) and the concentrations of it," Montgomery said.
According to federal standards,
equipment is considered contaminated if it contains a PCB
concentration higher than 50 parts
per million.
Some PCB residue and transformers thought to contain the
compound are being stored in the
boiler plant at 10th and San Carlos
streets, but because of their
location, the materials pose no
health hazard, according to Montgomery.
At-none inspected the stored
materials and equipment Tuesday
and said his department requires the
drums to be labeled and warning
signs posted on equipment thought
to contain PCB.
"The material from the transformers (contained in three of the
drums in the plant) is probably
PCB," At-none said.
The 10 drums containing the
suspected PCB and the three
transformers will be removed by
Retroserve, a company specializing
in hazardous waste disposal, according to Montgomery. He said he
hopes the $13,000 removal will be
within the next two weeks.

Students say kids tie up video games
By Holly Fletcher
The Student Union’s longstanding "open to the community"
policy has prompted some students
to complain that they can’t play
their favorite video games.
Some SJSU students have
claimed that the video games,
located in the games area on the
bottom level of the Union, are being
monopolized by community
youngsters.
"When I want to play my
favorite video game," Peter Chu, an
undeclared freshman complained,
"this little kid has 10 quarters on the
machine and he is next to play. I
think they should check ID’s."
Chu’s complaint was echoed by
Doug Bottomley, an industrial
technology freshman, who said,
"The kids usually take up all the
games after school."
He said the youngsters shouldn’t
be allowed into the games area
because, "This is college, there are
other places they could go."
Gary Church, a student employee at the games area called the
complaints "ridiculous."
He said youngsters use the
games mostly in the evenings and on
weekends when there are not many
students around.
"We don’t control the
machines," he said. "To do that
we’d have to have someone to guard
the door and that would cost
money."
Chris Clapper, another student
employee, said anyone can use the
machines "as long as your quarters
last."
"I don’t view it as a problem
that is really hindering the student’s
ability to play the games," said
Terry Gregory, games area
manager.
He also said if the Union
restricted the area to students only

’There are other places they could go’
"We would die. We’d be raising
prices every year."
He said the non-students contribute to the area’s "revenue
production."
He said he has heard complaints
from students about youngsters
vandalizing the machines or acting
maliciously, but said he doesn’t feel
the age is a factor.

Ron Barrett, S.U. director, said
if the youngsters in the games area
became a problem, the Union would
"somehow try to control it," but said
he has heard no complaints.
He said he would be unsure how
to control or monitor the area,
"short of checking IDs or imposing
limitations of the use of the
building."

Abel Torres, a junior at San Jose
High School, said he comes to the
Union after school with his friends to
play the video games, but isn’t
bothered.
"I’m here about every day," he
said. "No one really says nothing."
Eric Green, a recreation major
and student employee, said, "most
of the workers would rather not have

them here, they are more trouble
than they’re worth, but I don’t see
how we could legally keep them
out."
Student complaints have centered around the use of the video
games, as the games are not
monitored by the staff. The billiard
tables and bowling alleys, however,
cost less to students than nonstudents and if there is a waiting list,
students are given priority.
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Kay Ho, Jimmy Nguyen and Romy Rarnil play in the S.0 games area, hut it is not known whether they are SJSU students.
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Disconnect shock therapy
"You are strapped to a table,
shaped, ironically, like a cross, with
a crown of electric sparks in place of
thorns. You are touched on each side
of the head with wires. Zap! Five
cents worth of electricity through
the brain and you are jointly administered therapy and a punishment for your hostile go-to-hell
behavior, on top of being put out of
eve one’s way for six hours to thrue

By Phil LaVelle
Staff Writer
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Anyone who’s ever read Kea
Kesey’s 1962 masterpiece,
One
Flew over The Cuckoo’s Nest,"
remembers that grim passage
describing electro-shock therapy.
And anyone who’s ever seen the
movie remembers a grinning
Randle Patrick McMurphy (Jack
Nicholson) being strapped onto a
table for shock therapy, unaware of
the intense pain he’s about to endure.
But fewer people realize that

twenty years after Kesey’s book was
published, electro-shock therapy is
still being administered, although
not on the scale it once wnc
It’s a damn shame. Shock
therapy is a barbaric technique of
dubious theraputic value. The roots
of this "therapy" alone are grounds
for its banning.
Electro-shock therapy was
developed bu Ugo Cerletti, a
physician in Mussolini’s Italy, in
1938.
Cerletti observed that hogs in
the slaughterhouse had been given
an electric shock to the brain to stun
them so they wouldn’t resist
slaughter.
Cerletti decided to try the
technique on a patient that was
brought to him for observation. The
good doctor’s experiments gained
wide acceptance.
The fascist nation that spawned
it died, but shock therapy lived, and
by the mid-1940s it had gained wide
acceptance the world over.
In the 1950s, shock therapy was
supplemented bu drugs, primarily
thorazine, an emotion-deadening
drug.
In the 1960s, shock techniques
were modified. Drugs like curare
and anectine were used on shock
patients to induce paralysis,
lessening the often deadly convulsions the therapy brings.

According to the Network
Against Psychiatric Assault,
Herrick Hospital in Berkeley still
employs electro-shock therapy on a
wide scale.
Herrick shocked 70 patients in
1981 alone, according to the Network. Nearly half these patients
were elderly, and 70 percent were
women.
To some, electro-shock may
seem to have limited theraputic
value. But to the Network, its continuance is based on corruption:
electro-shock
Current
procedures require several hospital
staffers in attendance during
therapy.
Add to this the cost of oxygen to
prevent respiratory collapse and a
couple of weeks in a hospital bed to

To protect public

it should be banned, consider it’s
effects: amnesia, brain damage and
even death.
It has been blamed for the
suicides of some patients, including
some of the world’s literary greats:
Ernest Hemingway complained that
shock therapy made him more
depressed by making him lose his
memory. He committed suicide
shortly after his second series of
shocks.
Is it any wonder? During
"therapy" between 70 and 150 volts
course through a patient’s brain.
After convulsions subside, the
patient is likely to suffer from
amnesia for up to two weeks.
Sadly, shock therapy is just
another ill-conceived method of
dealing with the mentally ill.

Shock therapy side -effects include
amnesia, brain damage, death
recover, and you’re talking a lot of
money.
If shock therapy’s questionable
birth and the shady circumstances
surrounding its administration
today aren’t enough to convince you

Herrick Hospital should stop using

4.

Shock therapy, like its cousin
the lobotomy, is nothing more than a
procedure designed to turn a patient
into, as Kesey put it, "a drooling,
pants wetting idiot."

the mailbag
Goding sharpest
library staffer
Editor:
My first surprise regarding
Dave Coding came when I read a
letter in the Spartan Daily praising
Maureen Pastine for the intersemester library move.
I was involved in that move,
working on it full-time, five days a
week. I remember seeing Maureen
Pastine one time, at warm-up
speech on the first week of the move.
I saw Dave Goding practically
everyday, in both libraries.
Dave was more than the move
supervisor.
He was aware of every project
involved in the move. Not only did he
handle the over-all coordination of
these several difficult projects, but
he personally aided individual
project team.
He was certainly the person
most aware of what was going on,
and the one who pushed the move to
a successful conclusion beyond
anyone’s expectations.
But he was also there pushing
book carts and moving shelves with
the rest of us.
Although this letter comes late - perhaps far too late Dave
Goding is the man who deserves the
praise for the library move. It is a
shame he has been fired.
Dale Milne
History
graduate

Liddy personifies
American fascist
Editor:
It was probably a good thing for
SJSU students to see and hear G.
Gordon Liddy, prime specimen of a
hardy species, the Native American
Fascist.
He is certainly, as Michael
Liedtke says, "Patriotic to the point
of blindness" (as were also, incidentally, Hitler, Mussolini, and
Franco). And he did indeed "Prove
his unwavering dedication to his
country" if by that you mean
committing criminal actions at the
behest of Richard Nixon.
If the United States ever has a
totalitarian government, it will be
brought into power with the aid of
bully boys like Liddy. You can bet it
won’t be socialism, but it might very
well be National Socialism.
Robert D. Pepper,
Professor of English

’Slithering snake’
describes Leary
Editor:
Like a hibernating snake
crawling out from under its rock at
the break of Spring, Timothy Leary
is slithering back into the youth

scene.
Twenty years ago, he decided it
was the "in thing" to abandon any
type of responsible behavior and to
advocate the use of hallucinogenic
drugs. Unfortunately, Leary craved
an audience as he happily devoured
the naive youth of our society.
Thousands of destroyed lives
later, our "folk hero" drifted into
obscurity.
Now the man is back to perpetuate his con on a new college-age
generation. Shouldn’t we remember
the multitude of broken minds left in
the wake of Leary’s lust for
publicity?
How many future authors,
doctors, or NASA engineers lost
their vocations at the drop of a tab of
acid? What future human resource
burdens must society bear for three
staight generations "tuned in" to
drugs?
Not to worry, if we accept Tim’s
advice, for we have him to thank for
discovering multiple relativity. Why
dredge up the sordid past when all
our constructive time should be
devoted to sex, drugs and civil
disobedience?
Hey, let’s not forget about a
space shuttle in every carport; no
respectable hedonist should be
without one.
In a society where media stars
are heros, and mediocrity is the
standard for superstardom, I’m sure
Leary has attracted new camp-

followers.
Leary’s probably an entertaining character, keeping his
audience loose with witty one-liners,
but I’m sure that its he who enjoys
the last laugh.
After all, not every old hippie
gets a second chance to sucker the
public while getting paid for it at the
same time.
Mike Firpo
Accounting
freshman

FTC still needed
Industry de-regulation has
become a key phrase of the Reagan
administration, making government
regulatory agencies increasingly
unpopular.
Amon the a encies that may be

By Cindy Maro
Staff Writer

affected by this policy is the Federal
Trade Commission, one of several
federal agencies responsible for
regulating the advertising industry.
Although Congressional support
of the FTC has fluctuated
historically, Washington officials
are considering ways to weaken the
FTC’s regulatory powers. And one of
these ways may be through budget
cuts.
This weakened support becomes
particularly significant with the
emergence of a Supreme Court
comprised largely of Nixon and
Reagan appointees.
Traditionally, the FTC found
support in the Supreme Court, but
this may dwindle because of an
increasingly conservative composition.
Yet the FTC’s powers must be
maintained, if not strengthened, to
guard false oi misleading advertising. Without such a watchdog,
the public would be the ultimate
losers.
Many advertisers hide behind
the theory of laissez-faire economics
(which is, by the way, just a theory
when arguing for self-regulation.
Yet this often means little or no
regulation.
Advertising history offers many
examples of deception and the absence of effective industry selfregulation.
Listerina ran ads that claimed

the product helped prevent colds and
sore throats, although the FTC
discovered these claims to be false.
Young and Firm Reduction Bath
ads claimed that the product’s main
ingredient, aluminum sulfate, would
cause consumers to lose inches of fat
by soaking in a bathtub filled with
warm water and a capful of the
product.
This was also proved false.
Yet advertising was even worse
before the FTC’s foundation, with.
often :
products
ineffective
proclaimed to be medical cure-alls
to uninformed buyers.
Obviously, the FTC is still
needed to protect consumers and
competing businesses.

lk

The public has a right to know
what it’s buying, and industry selfregulation often has not honored
this.
Yet more must be done than
merely supporting the FTC in its
regulation of the advertising inneeds
to
Congress
dustry;
strengthen its powers.
Although the FTC may issue a
cease and desist order ( a formal
"guilty" finding that an ad is false or
misleading), this order does not
become effective until 60 daysafter
its issue date.
This delay permits ads that have
been proven misleading to still
reach the public. Often, the ad can
complete its cycle and the case
Leconies
Since cease and desist orders
are issued only after a formal FTC
hearing, these orders should become
effective immediately.
However, strengthening the
FTC’s powers would not create an
uncontrollable situation since
dissatisfied advertisers could still
appeal the FTC ruling in federal
courts.
Despite the current unpopularity of government regulation
of industry, Congress must continue
to support the FTC’s powers over
advertising.

4

Supreme Court’s power threatened
The U.S Constitution, written
nearly 200 years ago, was and still is
a great document.
The problem is many people try
to make it out to mean somthing
different than what it is intended to
mean.
An example of this is in Article
III, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution
which says: "The Supreme Court

By Mike Jones
Staff Writer

shall have appellate jurisdiction
both as to Law and Fact, with such
exception,
and
under such
regulation as the Congress shall
make."
According to Senator Jesse
Helms, this means Congress may
ban Federal Courts from hearing
certain cases.
Helms has been outraged over
court rulings that have legalized
abortion, prohibited school prayer,
and mandated school busing.
He is leading a strong

movement in Con& cos to strip
Federal judges of their power to
hear such cases. If his legislation
passes, it will rearrange the
separation of powers. A bitter fight
is expected in the house.
Helms and others have introduced 20 proposals that would
strip federal courts, including the
Supreme Court, of jurisdiction in
voluntary school-prayer cases, and
deprive lower federal courts their
power to issue restraining orders in
cases involving state abortion laws.
If Helms’ proposals pass they
will change the constitution.
They would establish Congress
as the real Supreme Court. Every
unpopular decison made by the
court would be challenged by
Congress.
Soon, the Supreme Court would
have virtually no power.
It is true the constitution clearly
give Congress some authority over
the Supreme Court, as is mentioned
in Article III, Section 2. The problem
is no one has ever said how much
authority.
When our founding fathers
wrote that clause of the constitution,
they did not write it under the intention that Congress would take
away the court’s power. If they did,
they would never have set up a
Supreme Court in the first place.

If Helms’ bills pass, a constitutional crisis will follow.
Congress will be telling the courts
they have no right to decide a particular case. We will then have two
separate branches of our government taking opposite sides of an
issue, with the people caught right in
the middle.
If Helms wins, social issue cases
will be left to the state courts. The
result will be a cut back on individual rights because the constitution will mean on thing in one
state and another thing in another
state.
Helms has brought up these bills
simply because he is unhappy with
the court’s decison on certain issues.
But what Helms seems to be
forgetting is that on every decision
the court makes, someone is going to
be unhappy.
If the courts make decisions we
do not agree with, there is always
the right to appeal them although
this tends to be a long and expensive
process and the chances of reversal
are not very good, it is still a much
better solution then changing our
constitution.
Helms’ proposals seem to
clearly violate the rights and
perogatives of the judicial branch of
our government. If Helms wins on
his bills, then the rest of us lose.
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The Humanities Club will present the film,
"Aristotle’s Ethics" at 3:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Council
Chambers. Call Larry at 268-2285 for further information.
ASPIRE will present a RAZA Information Workshop
at 2 p.m. today in the S.U. Almaden Room. For more
information call Cisco Licea or Adelina Alvarez at 2773554
Royce Hall will hold a spring dance from 9 p.m. to I
a.m. tonight in the Royce Hall formal lounge. Call Barbara at 277-8449 for further information.

5

Players, the Theatre Arts Student Service
Organization, will hold Act-a-thon, a scholarship fundraiser, from 9 a.m. today to 9 a.m. tomorrow in the Studio
Theatre. For further information call Dan Holmes at 2772777.
Players will hold a Prime Time Gala at 8 tonight in
the Studio Theatre. Call Dan Holmes at 277-2777 for further information.
Players will hold an After Hours Comedy Show at
10:30 tonight in the Studio Theatre. For more information
call Dan Holmes at 277-2777.

BENCHLY

by
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Suppossed dead man found in Texas

Bilking bigamist busted for embezzlement
An accountant who mailed a suicide note
(AP)
to his wife and vanished after allegedly bilking
thousands of California investors out of $9 million a
decade ago, has turned up in a Texas jail.
Phillip Rivera, who is accused of running a loan
scam in San Jose in the past, is accused of running a
similar operation in San Antonio. He has a new wife
and a new name.
San Antonio police are holding Rivera, 56, on grand
larceny charges and on a federal warrant alleging he
fled San Jose to avoid prosecution.
Rivera has been in custody for nearly a month, but
his former wife only recently found out he was still

alive. Two years ago, Mercedes Rivera settled a
lawsuit in an attempt to collect a $1 million life insurance policy her husband bought a year before he
disappeared. The amount of the settlement was not
disclosed.
"Oh, my God," Mrs. Rivera said when heard her
husband was still alive. "I didn’t know anything about
him at all, nothing at all."
In both San Jose and San Antonio, Rivera is accused of grapd theft stemming from investment
schemes. Rivera also was wanted in San Jose with
selling securities without a permit.
Rivera disappeared from San Jose on May 4. 1972.

Later that day, a crowd of investors lined up outside his
office seeking repayment. His car was found abandoned at San Francisco International Airport and he
apparently flew to Newark, N.J.
A suicide note was mailed to his wife from New
York.
"There are people chasing me," Rivera wrote,
according to Dennis Lempert, a San Jose attorney
working then for the Santa Clara County District Attorney’s Office. "I don’t want to disgrace anyone. I’m
going to commit suicide, but will do it in such a way
that nobody will find me."

When the party is BYOB (BringYour Own Brush),
you find out who your friends are.

The Campus Ambassadors will hold a Bible study at
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Montalvo Room.
Call Chuck Austin at 356-5126 for further information.

The Akbayan Club will holds general meeting at 1:30
p.m. today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For further information call Fil Cabrera at 295-1066 or Fortune Que at
238-6642.
The SJSU Space Development Group will hold a dance
from 8 p.m. to midnight tonight in the Women’s Gym. Call
William Dale at (415) 966-5084 for further information.
Cost is $3 per person.
Greek Week will sponsor a banner contest Monday.
Call Jeff Carter at 292-5504 or 277-3171 for more information.
The Black Awareness Month Committee will hold a
meeting at 3:30 p.m., Monday in the S.U. Almaden Room.
Call Tony Bolivar at 926-8614 or 277-3554 for further information.

Use the Spartan Daily
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Friends aren’t hard to find when
you’re out to share a good time. But
the crowd sure thins out when
there’s work to do. And the ones
who stick around deserve
something special.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.
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A.S. budget nears completion
By Lenny Bonsall
The budget preparation chores of the A.S. board of
directors were nearly completed Wednesday as the board
decided on final additions and changes of budget
stipulations during its afternoon meeting.
The process will be concluded next week when the
directors approve the stipulations governing the A.S.
special allocations procedures. Once completed, the
entire budget package for 1982-83 will go to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton for final approval.
The stipulations voted on by the board Wednesday,
concern the conduct of groups receiving money for next
year from the Associated Students general fund.
The rules laid down by the directors, whether aimed
at specific groups or all the groups in general, must be
adhered to in order to receive A.S. assistance.
Three new stipulations added to the budgets previous
collection concerned the African Awareness Month
celebration and the events planning committee. The
group was included in the 1982-83 budget after being
denied funding earlier after what A.S. President Tony
Robinson described as a "mishandling of funds" by the
groups was discovered last year.
Although the group was funded at the last minute for
1982-83 the lack of time to plan efficiently resulted in a
program marred by changes, fund transfers and program
cancellations.

To avoid a duplication of this years performance, the
board enacted stipulations requiring the group to submit a
line-item budget detailing the event to the directors by
November 1983 and that the group follow all stated A.S.
procedures. The board also prohibited any program
changes for the group following Feb. 1, the month of the
event.
The board also amended an existing stipulation
concerning the Equal Rights Amendment. Previously, a
stipulation in the budget read that "no A.S. monies can be
spent in states that have not ratified the ERA.’ The
board added that if the measure is not ratified by June 30,
1982, the nationwide deadline, the stipulation will be
deleted from the budget.
The board once again tackled the question of the
Revised Automatic Funding Initiative during the
meeting. A stipulation recommended by the Budget
Committee concerning RAFI groups suggested preventing the groups from spending money for "additions to
capital equipment."
The stipulation was drafted in response to charges
made by the board accusing the Music Department of
spending its AFT money last year on so-called "capital
improvement," such as chairs and music stands for the
department.
Some board members took exception to the hard-line
stance implied by the stipulations wording.

"You’re acting on the assumption that groups will lie
to you (about expenditures)," former Controller Angela
Osborne told the board. A less restrictive passage, she
said, would be more appropriate. The stipulation read
that RAFI groups would be limited to "utilizing funds for
replacing captial equipment" rather than "making additions" to it.
"It seems to me that the way it’s worded now, groups
can spend money only on capital equipment," said Andy
Arias, A.S. vice president. The stipulation was then
changed to say that all RAFI expenditures for capital
improvement must be approved by the A.S. board of
directors, a change quickly accepted by the board.
Two other stipulations suggested by the budget
committee, concerning the SJSU Child Development
Center, were summarily rejected by the board.
The first would have requried the Center to hold two
profit making Fantasy Faires per year. "We put that in
because we cut their budget and we thought it would help
them to make some more money," said Clark Meadows,
Business Affairs director and chairman of the budget
committee.
The second suggestion asked that parents with
children at the Center volunteer a minimum of 10 hours
work to both the Fantasy Faires and the Center.
Intercultural Affairs director Bo Buhisin encouraged repealine the two stipulations.
"I don’t thing we can tell them the Development

by Karen Sorensen

Andy Arias
Center) what they have to do," Buhisan said. "I would like
to withdraw both of them." The rest of the board agreed
and dismissed the recommendations.
A final stipulation, accepted by the board allows all
stipulations to be waived with the consent of two-thirds of
the voting directors.

Scantily clad, relaxed
Washburn residents
soak up, savor sun
The recent spring warm spell brought out several
second floor residents at Washburn Hall. Bruce
Brownie joined Laura Vollmer and Lorraine Peters
on their window to catch some rays Tuesday. The
change in the weather hs brought out a change in
the campus and there has been run on shorts and
sun -tan lotion as tempertures have risen into the
80’s. Brownie maintains his balance as his
shadow takes on monstrous proportions.

JUDICIARY DECISION
continued from page I
Both Arias and Barrett
presented arguments to the
committee. Arias told them
the information given to
the students in a flier
issued by the S.U. board
and distributed in the S.U.
was "either false of
misleading. I would
request that it (the vote) be

resubmitted "
"That kind of interpretation is subjective,"
Barrett said. "In my
opinion, they were accurate statements."
In the complaint, Arias
objected to the statement
in the fliers that current
students would have a
"lifetime lower rate and

use privileges." Arias said
this policy has not been
established and thus is a
"misleading statement"
Although Barrett said
the alumni benefits are not
policy because nothing has
been decided on by the
board yet, he added, "I
have every reason to
believe it will be a policy."

Also, part of the
complaint was Arias’
charge that the "fact
sheet" did not contain all
the facts about the existing
facilities on campus which
Arias said is "important
for student( s) deciding if
they want, or need" the
Rec Center.
"I guess I would

assume students are aware
of the facilities on campus," Barrett said.

Sturrock said an error of
ommision is a "different
degree of misleading."

"Students should have
been provided with as
much information as
possible," Arias said. "I
think everything should
have been included."
asked
Sturrock
whether it was an error of
omission or deliberately
misleading. Although Arias
said it didn’t matter.

At this point in the
discussion, Frederic Weed,
SJSU political science
professor, said he thought
the complaint was a
"function of those against
the center," and those
opposed to the center
"should
have
done
something prior to the
election."

Cannot hire badly needed professors

"I don’t have the
resources that SUBOG
has," countered Arias.
The complaint also
said the comparisons in the
flier to the financing of the
Student Union and other
campus’ Rec Center’s was
misleading.
"I’m fairly skeptical of
the merits of these
arguments,"
said
Sturrock. "I fail to see how
this is misleading."
Arias
said
the
statements
were
misleading because the
cost for the union was "far

Engineering department hit hard by freeze
By Cary Wyant-Sebairer
Frustration is the
order of the day at SJSU’s
School of Engineering due
to the purchasing and
hiring freeze imposed
March 11 by Gov. Edmund
G. Brown Jr.
Myronuk,
Donald
associate dean of the
school, said that because
CSU salaries cannot match
what private industry pays
engineers, the School of
Engineering has trouble
hiring full-time professors.
Despite this handicap,
Myronuk said, the school
has managed to attract
applicants, and has made
firm employment offers to
several of them.

The school "spent a lot
of money" attracting those
candidates through advertising, Myronuk said.
But now, because of the
freeze, the school stands to
lose those badly needed
professors.
"I really think it turned
them (the applicants) off,"
Myronuk said of the hiring
freeze. "Some will wait,
but we’re asking them to be
awfully dedicated."
Jay Pinson, dean of the
school, said it will be
particularly hard hit by the
purchasing freeze.
"We have more to lose
because we depend on
supplies and equipment,"
he ,a it

The Department of touts.
Mechanical Engineering is
"The (CSU) system
losing
to recognize that
818,000
f otrefuses
replacement equipment computers have come into
and about $5,000 for new existence," he said. "Oldequipment because of the fashioned file cabinets
freeze,
according
to won’t accomodate these."
Helmer Nielsen, departNielsen said he was
ment chairman.
concerned about student
Nielsen said the money being lost due to the
typewriter in the depart- freeze.
ment office doesn’t work.
"Students are losing
"We can’t get it scholarships, which are not
repair ... Jecause it’s out of state money" becaude
date, and we want to state-numbered accounts
replace it but we can’t," he are frozen, he said.
Also concered about
said.
He pointed to a card- student money being lost in
board box on his desk full of the freeze was Evangelos
computer printouts, and Moustakas, chairman of
said he couldn’t buy a file the Department of Eleccabinet to hold the prin- trical Engineering.

Speaking of Open
Universiuty funds, he said,
"This is money that came
from students -- now
that’s unfair."

"If Gov. Brown really
wanted to save money," he
said, "he should have
closed the university."

But Moustakas called
most of the furor over the
freeze "a tempest in a
teapot."
"Being so many years
in the (CM)) system, I
can’t get too excited about
it," he said, though his
department is losing about
$24,000 for replacement
equipment.
He said funds allocated
for replacement equipment
were originally so small,
the lost 824,000 is just "a
drop in the bucket."
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below the proposed cost of
the REC" and that student
fees were "much lower
than those proposed" for
the REC. He said comparing SJSU’s Rec Center
with the one at University
of California -Davis was
misleading because the
Davis center only raised
student fees $15.
Arias’
complaint
charged there were
violations of the election
code, but Barrett said
SUBOG did not consider
themselves bound by the
A.S. rules.
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AND SAVE
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’Declining enrollment affects SJSU schools
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By Jon Swartz
’the various schools of learning at SJSU have been
affected in one way or another by declining enrollment.
There is one common trait that all share though an
annoyance toward the consequences that they face
because of it.
Student enrollment has dropped at SJSU steadily the
past five years, from 28,308 in the fall, 1977 semester to
23,693 students this semester, a decrease of 4,645 students.
The school most adversely affected by the declining
enrollment is the School of Social Sciences, which has
dropped 7.3 percent in one year from 17,170 students last
spring to 15,919 students this semester, a decline of 1,251
students.
Dean Gerald Wheeler of the School of Social Science
said that teachers in the school, particularly those in the
History department, have had to resort to teaching in
("other departments so that they can be paid by the
university in some way.
"Next year we’ll be operating with a faculty of 171,
but our budget will provide for 150 full-time faculty
salaries," Wheeler said "Some of us, including myself,
are being paid by facets other than the school of sciences."
"History has 35.5 faculty members and I gave them
enough money for 17 of them, so they’re being forced to
look for wages elsewhere from the university," Wheeler
said. "They usually must resort to teaching in other
areas, such as English and journalism.

"Geography and sociology are also affected by an
exportation of their staff like history is," he said.
Dean Lester Lange of the School of Science said that
enrollment in the school had not suffered the decline that
other schools had, yet was a victim of a spiral down
syndrome.
"We’ve had a cut in full-time equivalent faculty
allocations because the entire university was cut in funds
and all of the schools had to go along with that," Lange
said. "That’s understandable, yet painful."
Lange said that because of continuing cuts in faculty
salaries, resources in the school have dwindled. As a
result of shrinking resources, enrollment drops, according to Lange.
"It’s not a layoff situation, but we are in a painful
position," Lange said.
Enrollment in the School of Science dropped slightly,
from 18,698 students last spring to 10,189 students this
spring.
The school has a staff of 181.5 full-time faculty.
Dean Francis T. Villemain of the School of Education
said that the school has experienced a "slight" decline in
enrollment, but recent figures have indicated a leveling
off.
When asked if the School of Education would have to
resort to layoffs because of dropping enrollment,
Villemain said, "Heavens no. We have so many part-time
people that we have to bring in other people."
Villemain said that the influx of teachers from other

schools didn’t interfere with the job security of education
instructors.
Dean Andrew Hughey of the School of Applied Arts
and Sciences said that enrollment has remained relatively
the same and that the school’s enrollment had very little
effect on its faculty.
"At this point we are not spiraling downward,"
Hughey said, "but some of our chairmen do need more
faculty."
Enrollment for the spring, 1981 semester was 2,242.5
(including the Home Economics Department), as compared to 2,277.9 this semester (excluding Home
Economics).
Dean Arlene Okerlund of the School of Humanities
and Arts said that the school will "not resort to layoffs,
we’re holding our own.
"At the moment, it (decreasing enrollment) is not
happening in the Humanities and Arts," Okerlund said.
"From last spring to this spring the enrollment drop has
been minimal."
Census figures, or a student body count taken after
four weeks of the semester, show that enrollment has
dropped .8 percent in the Humanities and Arts, from
3,599.3 full-time students in spring, 1981 to 3,569.6, a

decrease of 29.7 students.
"We have experienced a slight drop in enrollment, but
the majority of it is occuring elsewhere," Okerlund said.
Okerlund mentioned slight decreases in the foreign
languages, English and religious studies department.
Dean Jay D. Pinson of the School of Engineering said
enrollment in the school has doubled over the past six to
seven years.
"We have an impacted program with 4,000 students
enrolled," Pinson said. "There are two to three times the
amount of people who want to get in than we can accommodate."
Dean Luis Medina of the School of Social Work said
that his school, which is currently comprised of 60
students, will drop down to about 45-50 next semester, a 70
percent reduction.
"The cuts have not affected us too much," Medina
said. "We lost one full-time faculty member this year.
Economics has hurt our school more than anything else,
there have been layoffs in the field of social workers and
fewer stipends for students."
Dean Marshall Burak from the School of Business
could not be reached for comment or statistics.

Wrestling match with police ends in arrest

Plainclothes police escort Robert Woods, 29,
from the Student Union Wednesday afternoon.
Woods, who is not a student, was handcuffed
y police after a brief struggle at 3:35 p.m in
front of the information booth on the first level
of the S.U. Police were called to the scene by
someone who said a man was picking a fight
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there. Woods was taken to Santa Clara Valley
Medical Center for psychiatric evaluation
When the staff determined that Woods wasn’t
mentally disturbed, he was taken to Santa
Clara County Jail and charged with disturbing
the peace and assault and battery. Police
sustained minor injuries.

If you’re a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you
know what’s stopping you from getting the American Express’ Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We
believe in you now. And we’re proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That’s it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer
is even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it’s a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that’s important.
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for
things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and
welcomed worldwide, se are
So fill in the coupc,1 beim and Aawrical Express will send you a Special
Student Application right away. We’ll also send along a free handbook that has
everything you need to know about credit.
The American Express Card. Don’t leave school without it:"
r
ti Please send me a Special Student Application -a
for the American Express Card
El And the free Credit Handbook.
Mail this coupon tot
American Express Company
P.O. Box 923, Madison Square Station
New York, New York 10010
Name
’lime Address

English journalism schools choosy
By Dawn Furukawa
Gaining entrance into a
journalism program in
England is about as easy as
getting a suntan in Siberia.
Only two universities
in
offer journalism
England, London College of
Printing and the University
of London, and these
universities accept only 24
post-graduate students
each year.
College
London
receives 60 applications a
week from which Fred
Ak Hunter, senior lecturer of
W radio journalism selects
the top 24 students for the
program.
"A student can’t get a
bachelor of arts in journalism , PR or ad-

vertising," Hunter said
during a recent visit to
SJSU’s campus. "Students
usually have to get arts
educations before going on
to study journalism."
Hunter started the first
radio program at London
Collge in 1977.
"I teach very much
along the lines of running a
practical course in radio,"
he said.
is
he re
Hunter
researching 19th Century
English women journalists.
Hunter said there are a
lot of differences between
the American and English
press.
"We have a national
press in London where
printed papers are sent all

over the country, reaching
three to five million people
a day," he said. "We also
have quality papers that
have a smaller circulation,
from a quarter of a million
to one and one-half million
a day, such as the London
Times and the DailY
Telegraph.
"Another difference is
there arc more ads in the
L.A. Times in one weekend
than in all of the papers in
the English press," Hunter
added.
He said the Enlgish
don’t have a sense of
journalism
history,
because students are not
taught that history in
school.
"I think the best

Lollege or Untscnits

British journalism began in
America," he said.
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Campus crazy retires as SJSU’s Sparty

II

Mascot designed as cartoon character
11!, Janet

He cheered crowds on. He cajoled them. He
pranced before them. Sometimes, he even blocked their
view with his three-foot plaster head.
After a two semester stint as SJSU’s Sparty, a
student-made mascot, Dan Riley is finishing up his last
year as a campus crazy.
But it was only a few months ago, near the end of the
football season, that Sparty was first envisioned and
created by Riley and his co-cheerleader and bodyguard,
Craig Schultz.
After seeing the San Diego chicken perform his
strutting and cheerleading act last year ( a feathered
Crazy George, if you will), they decided they were
talented enough to do the same thing at SJSU, Riley said.
Of course, the two seniors background as industrial
design majors didn’t hurt either.
The two then checked books out of the library on
paper mache, bought cardboard for Sparty’s nose and
dyed three mops yellow for instant blond tresses.
How did they come up with Sparty’s hilarious facial
sturcture, with those big hood-shaped eyes and those high
cheek bones?
"We just kind of did it like a sculpture," Riley said.
"We wanted something goofy," Schultz added.
Once the basic facial structure was completed, they
began to work on the character’s face.
But what about attire? A blue and gold tunic to follow
SJSU’s "mascot’ title was a Spartan idea. Sandals that
laced up the leg and a sword with which to fight foes
was also added.
maybe the San Diego chicken
Thus, after spending $90-$50 on supplies and between
50 to 60 hours constructing Sparty and, after saturating
their apartment with paint and plastic, the new "mascot"
was set.
The final touch to the new "mascot" was tailgate
parties before the games to get Riley and Schultz in the
proper spirits. Their "mascot" was ready just in time to

start the basketball season.
Once in operation at the games, they amused some,
intrigued others and insulted a few.
"Pull up your socks," they would yell to a basketball
player.
"Get some sun," they would call to another.
And if a referee dared to make a "bad call," they’d
chant "the ref beats his wife," in sing-song voice.
At crucial moment in the game when the crowd was
hushed in suspend, they’d erupt with:
"Woo ah wah
"Woo ah wah wah
"Woo a h wah ah wah wah wah."
With sly enthusiasm, Riley said "We used it ( the
"woo" cheer) when it was silent.. little kids liked it."
Riley and Schultz are allowed free admittance to the
games but they are not provided transportation for their
spirit-raising efforts. But for them, reward comes from
the occasional pats on the back from SJSU alumni,
referees, coaches and "kiddies" they said.
Riley recalled "kiddy nights" at the basketball games
when children huddled around Sparty asking for
autographs, something he enjoyed.
But Schultz insists that Sparty ( Riley ) is also
recognized when his is not on the football field or
basketball court, and his fans aren’t all kids.
"Girls come up to him and say ’you’ve got great legs,’
Schultz quipped.
However, Sparty was not envisioned as a chance for
fame or notoriety but instead as an escape from Schultz
and Riley’s "All-American" images of being high school
athletes (they both played basketball and baseball) and

Craig Schultz, left, and Dan Riley hold up the three-foot head of SJSU’s
Sparty. The two industrial design seniors created the plaster character as
a mascot. Riley is the mysterious man who was under the giant head at
some basketball and football games this year.

dedicated students.
games down Second Street.
"If we couldn’t screw up in our school work (before),
"ill try not to get mugged," Riley said. "A drunk
may have too much to drink and suddenly see a three-foot
we can screw up now," Riley explained.
This being their premise, they got some people head..."
together and set out to win the Budweiser Yell Festival
But Sparty is a bit of a hothead himself.
contest at the home football game against Northern
"When it’s 50 degrees in the gym it’s 100 degrees in
Texas. Once they won the plaque (but not the $25 prize Sparty," Riley said.
money because they are not a recognized club on camThe athletic department will puchase the Sparty
pus), the obsession grew.
costume from Riley and Schultz for about $50, the duo’ ’
said.
"We went to football games and yelled a lot," Riley
But there will be one last chance to see the original
was
incrowd
Sparty
the
before
that
explaining
said
Sparty before he graduates this spring.
different to their cheers.
During Greek Week, which will be held next week,
But with the propoer gimmick a strange looking
Spartan and a few rowdier cheers the crowds became a there will be a chariot race where participants are encouraged to dress like Spartans.
bit more responsive.
And you can be sure that Sparty’s creator will be
"( Most ) of the people think it (Sparty)looks cute,"
around in costume to strut, scintillate and spark spirit
Riley said.
But all has not been cheery for the Spartan and his before his two semesters as Sparty the Spartan nears its
side kick. There were the late night walks home after end.
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Nuclear arms debate
gets encouragement
from faculty group
’Nuclear exchange would affect enrollment’

k

By Cindy Maro
After a lengthy debate, the Academic
Senate decided Monday to encourage
campus discussion of the nuclear arms
race as part of Ground Zero Week.
Despite arguments that the senate
ould not become involved in political
issues, the senate adopted the resolution
introduced by George Sicular, statewide
senate representative.
The resoultion was introduced, in part,
because Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
designated the week of April 19 as Ground
Zero Week to publicize the danger of
nuclear weapons.
Not everyone approved of the
Academic Senate taking action on the
issue.
"I do not believe this is appropriate
senate business," said Ruth Yaffe,
curriculum committee chairwoman.
"Senate business should confine itself to
senate business and private matters
should confine itself to private matters."
Others disagreed with Yaffe about the
scope of the senate’s "business."
"While I, too, am reluctant to take up
things that aren’t Academic Senate
business, I think this is everybody’s
aksiness," said Bill Tidwell, chairman of
ligh professional standards committee.
"I assume that if there’s a nuclear
exchange it would have an effect on
enrollment,"
Larry
Engelemann,
chairman of the financial affairs committee, said jokingly.
But Engehnann also had his reservations about the resolution.

Big band boom

"This resoultion...( is) the epitome of
Ivy Towerism," he said. "It’s going to
make no difference to anyone except those
of us here who are debating it."
The resolution is only advisory.

Spring fever has been reported in
epedemic proportions all around
campus and the Music Department
was no exception as it threw open
its doors Wednesday to perform an
open air concert in front of the
department building. Sax player Kris
Strom and the SJSU Big Band,
conducted
by
lecturer
Greg
Yasinitsky, filled the air with musical
notes while enjoying the welcomed
warming trend around the South
Bay.

Yet Sicualr said the senate’s refusal to
vote on the resolution would mean the
university is trying to "remain pure in an
impure world."
He also said instructors could use their
expertise to bring about increased
awareness of the nuclear weapons issue.
However,
Helmer Nielsen,
mechanical engineering professor, did not
support the resolution because of its
negative connotations about the
development and use of nuclear weapons.
"In actuality, I think you will find the
transportation of gasoline to be more of a
threat to human life than nuclear
weapons," Nielsen said. "If you are going
to pass this, I think you should send your
first copy to the Kremlin."
The senate adopted Sicular’s
resolution, which is more generalized than
and non-commital than a resoultion introduced by George Moore, statewide
senate representative.
Moore’s resolution would have advised
"all members of the university ot participate constructively" in Ground Zero
Week. It also recommended tht some
instructors discuss the issue in class this
week.
Some senators said Moore’s resoluthdi
was too one-sided and might abridge a
teacher’s freedom of class content.
by Dave Lepo,

Student senator drafts anti Daily resolution
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By Cindy Maro
Academic Senators were urged to support a resolution
to condemn the Spartan Daily for its allegedly biased
reporting of black student issues in a letter Monday.
Patricia Farrow, newly-elected student senator who
authored the resolution, said "The current staff of the
Daily has not acted responsibly, either in the reporting or
AV
its reaction to criticism from students about that
WIporting."
She attached a copy of Editor Michael Liedtke’s April
15 column in which he criticized the Academic Senate for
considering the resolution as an example of the Daily’s
alleged poor reaction to criticism.
No senators commented on the letter at their meeting
Monday.
The resolution was referred to the Senate’s University
Communications Board, which recommends policy to
guide the student media. The board has not yet made any ’
recommendations to the Academic Senate.
The resolution, first introduced to the Academic
Senate March 29, said the Daily has disregarded the rights
of minority students through its allegedly biased reporting of a traffic violations arrest, "undignified references" to black leaders and poor coverage of African
Awareness Month.
Farrow said the front-page coverage given to the

)

March 8 arrest of Darrel Ponder was "sensationalized."
Ponder, a 26-year-old SJSU psychology major, was
arrested on charges of outstanding traffic violations. A
photograph showed university police officers Steve
Gallagher and Alex Dourov handcuffing Ponder after a
chase through campus.
Farrow said the charges against Ponder did not
warrant front-page coverage and also objected because
the story was juxtaposed with a story about African
Awareness Month committee members requesting A.S.
funds.
In addition, Farrow objected to a column written by
Liedtke that referred to Imam Warith Deen Muhammad,
president of the American Muslim Mission and guest
speaker at SJSU, as an "obscure" Muslim leader.
Liedtke apologized in a later column.
"I am asking for an expression of opposition to the
current attitude of irresponsibility this staff has

Trash clean-up leads to cool
reward for students’ efforts
By Lee Sherman
Free ice cream is the reward for students participating in a campus-wide garbage clean up.
A. S. director Dede Cameron had the scoop on
"Campus Improvement Day," an A.S.-sponsored event
that will begin at 2:30 p.m. Monday.
"Anyone who’s interested can meet in front of the
bookstore," she said.
Students will be assigned an area of the campus to
clean up and be given a garbage bag. When they return
with a full bag, they will receive a coupon good for one
free single-scoop ice cream cone of any flavor, available
at the fountain.
According to Cameron, the purpose of the clean up is
"to make the students more aware of their area and the
way it looks so they can appreciate it more."
She said that the first clean up was held last March
and there were "about 200 participants," adding that most
of them came from fraternities and sororities.
The clean-up is being held during Greek Week in order
to attract more people, Cameron said. Fraternities and
sororities are going to get bonus points to help them in
their competition.
"Hopefully, we’ll get about the same amount as last
Orne," Cameron said. "This isn’t something that is just
or the Greeks, it’s open to everyone.
Spartan Shops is issuing 260 coupons to A.S. at a

discount. A.S. is buying the ice cream at "about 25 percent
off," according to food service manager John Carrow.
"We’re paying part and they’re paying part," he said.
A single-scoop ice cream cone normally sells for 65
cents, and A.S. is being charged 50 cents.
Spartan Shops supports the event because it "is advantageous to the campus as a whole," according to food
service director Lorraine David.
General Manager Ed Zant gave two reasons for
helping out.
"It’s a good cause and they’re buying a lot of it (ice
cream)," he said.
"We’re part of the campus too," Carrow said. "We
can’t release people to go out and help so we can help with
this end of it. Being a hot day, ice cream is one thing that
will be appreciated."
"We certainly like to support these types of
programs," added Zant.
The garbage bags are being donated by Budweiser.
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City groups sponsor program

SJSU area faces cleaning
By Dave Lewis
A clean sweep of the downtown San Jose area is being
planned for this weekend.
Down Town Development Corporation, along with a
number of other city groups, is sponsoring a downtown
clean up tomorrow.
"It’s part of the state clean up week and national antilitter week, according to Suzanne Allayaur, clean up
camnpaign coordinator for DTD.
"We are going to start at 9 a.m. in the south corner of
St. James Park," Allayaud said. "Then we are going to
work south to San Salvador Street.
Allayaud expects a good turnout for the sweep.
"We expect 300 to 600 persons," she said. "There will
also be about 100 Girl Scouts there."
Getting students who live in and around the downtown
involved is one of Allayaud’s goals for the project.
"We would like to have studens involved in it," she
said. "The Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC ) is enthusiastic
and so is Walter Keenan, the resident adviser of the
dorms."
Scott Cooley, president of the I.F.C., said that there
may be some turnout from the Greeks.
"Each house has a community service project for the
semester," he said. "It will be an individual house effort,
it’s not a Greek-wide effort."
Gail Fullerton, SJSU president, also a member of
DTD, is promoting the event.
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"The university is part of the downtown," Fullerton
said. "It’s important to have a cleaner and more inviting
area around the campus.
"Those of us who are in the downtown daily have a
major stake in cleaning it up," Fullerton said. "I would
certainly encourage students to be there. lam going to try
to come out myself."
After the cleanup there will be refreshments and
speakers at the Paseo de San Antonio.
"The rally will have city council members, county
supervisors, Bugs Bunny from Marriott’s and Assemblyman John Vasconcelos," according to Allyaurd.
For more information on the cleanup call the DTD at
277-5548.
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exhibited," Farrow said in her letter.
She said the resolution would not censor the Daily and
would not abridge its First Amendment rights.
Farrow could not be reached for comment.
In a later interview, Liedtke called the resolution
"absurd."
"It’s a waste of time. It’s not going to change the way
I operate," he said.
Liedtke said he would give the same play to the
Ponder arrest given the stories submitted that day. He
added that when the editors decided to give front-page

Greek
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Wayne Salvatore Photography
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coverage to the arrest, they were not aware of the
ethnicity of the student.
Liedtke also said the Daily covered African
Awareness Month, but most articles didn’t warrant front
page because they were about speeches.
In addition, Liedtke questioned whether the Academic
Senate should even consider this resolution.
"I feel like they’re using their political office to voice
a grievance," he said.
Academic senators who are upset about the Daily’s
coverage should write a letter to the editor, he said.
Farrow said earlier that she had not written a letter to
the editor or attended the press information meeting last
month, when 13 Daily editors met with students.
The Daily’s coverage of the Ponder arrest and
African Awareness Month generated criticism from
students. Liedtke estimated that 30 students expressed
their opposition directly to him.

’I feel like they’re using their political office
to voice a grievance’ -- Editor Michael Liedtke
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Spikers head south for Mt. SAC relays
By Mike Thomas
Simon Kilili, Felix Bohni and Bernie Holloway
headline a group of Spartan track performers heading
south for the Mt. Sac Relays Saturday and Sunday in
Walnut.
Kilili finished second behind fellow Kenyan Henry
Rono in the 5000 meters last weekend in the Bruce JennerMichelob Light ClasPic. Kilili finished the race in 13.55.1,

which qualified him for the NCAA Championships in the
5,000. Kilili qualified for the 10,000 meters earlier this year
at the Martin Luther King Games at Stanford.
Bohni also finished second in the Jenner meet and was
leading until winner Earl Bell cleared 18-0 1/2 on his last
try.
Bohni qualified for the NCAA meet early in the season
by clearing 18-0 feet in the first meet of the year. The

NCAA qualifying standard for the pole vault is only 17-2
1/4.
Holloway also performed well in the Jenner meet but
ran out of gas on the final turn to finish second behind
James King. It marked the first time that Holloway had
been beaten during the 1982 outdoor season.
SJSU’s top shot-putter, Rob Suelflohn, will participate
in this weekend’s meet having come off a career high toss

of 60-8 1/4 in the Ed Adam’s Invitational in Salinas last
week. That throw also qualified Suelflohn for the NCAA
Championships. Suelflohn’s previous best was 59-10 3/4.
The NCAA Qualifying Standard is 60-feet in the shot put.
Fellow shot putter Hank Scarborough will also be
entered this weekend in Walnut. Scarborough has a
season
AA best of 56-1 and is second behind Suelflohn in the
Joining Holloway in the 400-meter intermediate
Thhuordrslessonwill be SJSU’s Jerome Bearden and Thorvalour
Thorsson is third in PCAA standings in the 400 intermediate hurdles with a time of 52.8. Thorsson will also
participate in the 110 meter high hurdles.
Bearden, coming off a red-shirt year, is ninth in the
PCAA with a season best of 53.5.
Bob Ba bits of SJSU will participate with Bohni in the
pole vault. Babits currently ranks third in the PCAA
behind Bohni and Ken Corney of Cal-State Long Beach.
Babits’ best this year is 17 feet.
Two time PCAA 100 meter champion Ken Thomas will
lead the Spartan sprinters this weekend. Thomas is
currently tied for first in the PCAA 100 meters with
teammate Keith Bacon at 10.3. Bacon will not be entered
in the 100 meters, but Darryl McCane will be. McCane has
run 10.8 this year.
Stan Rose will run this weekend in the 1500 meters for
SJSU. Ross is ranked first in the PCAA so far this year
with a time of 3:48.02. Ross has been having trouble lately
with his knees, but is not listed on the injury list this week.
Triple jumper Randy Scott will be the only triple
jumper entered this weekend for the Spartans. Scott has a
season best of 49-5 3/4, good enough for fourth place in
PCAA standings so far this season.
High jumper Joel Wyrick will be in action after sitting
out the Bruce Jenner meet last week. Wyrick is second
behind Cal-State Long Beach’s Mel Baker who has
jumped 7-2 1/2 this year. Wyrick has a season best of 7-1
this season.
The Spartans will be in tough competition this week as
they will be running against all of the teams that they
have met in dual and tri-meet competition plus two-time
NCAA indoor and outdoor champion University of TexasEl Paso, USC and Stanford.

by Steve Pandon

SJSU trackster Ken Thomas (left) begins his stride after taking the baton
from Cleve Prince (right) in the 400 -meter relay race in last weekends’ Bruce
Jenner Michelob Classic, The team, consisting of Thomas, Prince, Dwayne

Greene, and Harry Campbell, finished second to the Philadelphia Pioneers.
However, their time of 40:75 beat their previous season best of 41:0.

Long jumper Essodina Atchade of SJSU is entered in
the Mt. Sac Relays despite missing last week’s Jenner
meet because of a knee injury. Atchade’s status is
questionable at press time.

Lady netters’streak snapped at two
After winning two
straight matches against
U.C. Davis and USF, the
Lady Spartan tennis team
dropped a 6-3 match
Tuesday to the University
of Santa Clara to put their
overall record at 2-9.
SJSU’s No. 1 player,
Susan Zaro, who alternated
between No. 1 and No. 2
singles and doubles for
UCLA as a sophomore,
easily defeated Santa

Clara’s Carrie Osborne, 6After SJSU’s initial two
1,6-0.
wins, the bottom fell out as
While Zaro was giving the Broncos stomped all
Osborne the slip, Rochelle over the Lady Spartans,
Morrison, the No. 2 Lady sweeping the last four
Spartan, was having a singles matches.
tough time with the Bronco
Pauline Moore, SJSU’s
Lucy Eggertson. Morrison No. 3 player, took Santa
edged Eggertson 7-6 in the Clara’s Susan Molitor to
first set only to fall in the the limit in the first set, but
second set by the same Molitor hung on to win, 7-5.
margin. Morrison bored Moore lacked her first-set
down in the final set to win intensity in the ensuing set,
6-4.
falling 6-2.

The Bronco’s No. 4
player, Carol Bowers, was
never in trouble in her
match against Aileen
Nishi, winning easily, 6-3,
6-2.
The theme was the
same in the final two
singles matches; strong in
the first set, weak in the
second. Both Beverly
Davis (No. 5) and Alice
Louie (No. 6) played their
Bronco opponents tough in

the first set, only to lose by
64 scores. Both Davis and
Louie lost in the second set,
Davis 6-3, and Louie 6-0.
Zaro and Morrison
combined in the doubles to
beat
Osborne
and
Eggertson 5-0 ’default). In
the second and third
doubles, the Lady Spartans
only won six games to the
Broncos’ 24, as Santa Clara
finally put an end to the
suffering.
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Cousy condemns hoop recruiting
By Will Grimsley
AP Special Correspondent
Ego, greed, money
pressures plus the social
structure all are villains in
the contamination of
college basketball, says
Hall of Fame star Bob
Cousy, who acknowledges
he doesn’t have a remedy.
"It’s a dirty business,"
the former Holy Cross All
America and a 13-year star
for the pro Boston Celtics
said this week in commenting on recruiting
abuses in the college game.
"It isn’t new. It’s just
that the prices have
escalated. When I was
coaching at Boston College
in the 1960s I tried to sound
an alarm on recruiting
practices. It did no good.
Nobody wanted to listen."
Cousy was in New York
this week to help promote a

fund-raising campaign for
the $7.5 million expansion
of the Basketball Hall of
Fame in Springfield,
Mass. a project of which
he is chairman.
It was only natural
that, as one of the game’s
great
perall-time
sonalities, he should be
drawn into a discussion of
charges by Notre Dame’s
Coach Richard "Digger"
Phelps that $10,000 was the
going under-the-table price
for
prime
collegiate
prospects.
"Digger is guilty of
declaring the obvious,"
Cousy said. "These infractions have been going
on for 25 years or more.
Now with the multi-milliondollar TV packages, the
enlarged athletic budgets
and the pressure to have

Cook leaves SJSU
1)V Vitro, Volta

Susan Zaro, the Lady Spartans’ No. 1 player, serves against Santa Clara’s
Carrie Osborne enroute to a convincing 6-1,6-0 win in Tuesday’s 6-3 loss to
the Broncos. The loss to Santa Clara dropped SJSU’s overall record to 2-9.
Zero, a former UCLA product who played as the Bruin’s No. 1 singles player
as a sophmore, led SJSU to an 8-1 win over USF last Thus sday.
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Rick Cook, an offensive
line coach for the SJSU
football team, has accepted
a job as offensive line
coach at Weber State.
At SJSU, Cook was one
of three offensive line
coaches. He will be the sole
offensive line coach at
Weber State.
Cook began his
coaching career at Cal

State-Northridge in 1978
and came to SJSU three
years ago when his head
coach at Northridge, Jack
Elway, was picked as the
head coach at SJSU.
No new replacement
for Cook was named by
Elway, who is continuing to
conduct spring football
drills this week.
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winning teams, the figures
are just more startling.
"I was amazed to learn
that of two leading players
who quit the campus
recently to go pro, one had
been offered 00,0(101), the
other $100,000 to remain in
college. I don’t want to
name names."
Cousy said extent of
the lures for college
athletes varied according
to the size of the universities and the extent of the
athletic budget, which he
said could run up to $20 to
$30 million.
"If the NCAA has 700
colleges playing basket-

ball, you can bet :700 are in
the gray area," he added.
In other words, one
can’t be "just a little
pregnant." You are or you
aren’t.
"I came out of a
Manhattan East Side
ghetto," Cousy said. "I
went to a very strict Jesuit
college, Holy Cross. I had
no money of my own. Once
when my father became ill
in New York, I went to my
Jesuit chaplain to explain
my predicament.
"He advised me to call
a friend of the university.
The friend lent me a car for
the trip. That was a

a
violation, not a serious
violation, but a violation
nevertheless."
Cousy said that such
subtle evasion of the letter
of the law was a reflection
of society in general and
weakened the moral fiber
of the young, impressionable
athletes
whose characters schools
are supposed to be
strengthening.
Cousy said that even if
the coach, athletic director
and school president are
scupulously honest, it is
difficult to avoid abuses by
alumni and friends of the
team.
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By Mike Jones
narrowly
After
Mary’s
defeating St.
Tuesday by a 6-5 score, the
SJSU baseball team has no
time to relax.
That’s because the
Spartans are hosting the
Santa Clara Broncos in a
series
three -game
beginning tonight at 7:30 at
Illunicipal Stadium. These
same two teams will also
doubleheader
a
play
Muni
at
tomorrow
beginning at noon.
Santa Clara, the
California
Northern
Baseball Association first
half champion, has a very
solid team in both hitting
and pitching.
The Broncos are tied
for third with the Spartans
in the NCBA in hitting with
a .285 average.

The Broncos are led by
centerfielder Dave Oliva.
Oliva is hitting .335
(ninth in the league) with
three home runs and 25
runs batted in. He has also
stolen 26 bases, tops in the
NCBA.
Joining Oliva in the
outfield will be Jeff
Melrose in right field and
Will Diemer in left.
Melrose is hitting .333
( tenth in the league), with
18 RBI, while Diemer is
hitting .265 with one home
run and 11 RBI.
At first base for Santa
Clara will be Ken Dunton.
Batting .265, Dunton leads
the Broncos in home runs
with six. He also has 26
RBI.
At second will be Gary
Clarke, hitting .275 with
three home runs and 23
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Rebiejo, scheduled to
pitch Friday’s game
against Samuels, is 2-7 with
a 5.40 ERA. One of those
wins, however, came
against Samuels in March.

losses to the Wolfpack was
that the Spartans had big
leads going into the last
innings, but couldn’t hold
onto them.
In one game, the
Spartans led 8-4 going into
the eight and lost, while in
another they had a 5-2 lead
going into the eight and lost

Wolfpack. Nevada -Reno
was one of the few teams
the Spartans had any
success with in the first
half, winning two of three
games.
However, the Wolf pack
reversed that, taking two of
three from the Spartans.
A bad aspect about the

that one too.
Even in Tuesday’s
game against St. Mary’s, a
game the Spartans won, St.
Mary’s scored twice in the
ninth and had the tying run
on second. The Spartans,
however, managed to hang
on for the win, 6-5.
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BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

30% Off Everything
431 S. First St.
San Jose, CA 95113

BOOKS INC.

294-9442

420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
wEErsEcHEsENDSTE43-6R B27.vp
STEVOEPNFSNCERritAT

Bring Coupon. Good thru 5/ 19/ 82

266 3444 for free estimate

TO

STUDIO

Furnished

5275

LOST

MAJOR IN 0.T., P.T.. Rev. T.
Psych.. HmEc., Sec. Wk.: work
one to one with Devel. Disabled
persons Need car and ins. Start
S4.20/hr., after 4 trio.: S4.70/hr
Pd Trng. Call 727 5570.

from

JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/year
round.
High pay;
00(50000
monthly!
All
fields parks,

sleeves. REWARD! Call John at

1982

Employer

listings,

277 8967

Leadership training June 111 23;
Early season raft trips. Contact
MAR IAH
Wilderness
Ad

HANDYMAN 56.00 per hour For
apts. Near campus Floor and
laying.
plumbing.
electrical. painting. One or all of
carpet

the above Call Don 795 7438.

Pregnanacy

Screening.
Oakland
services.

Abortion
Feminist

I pay 15
reclaim. 277 8858

toe

ad

Women’s

Center

or

Clinic

in

knowing

the

Marge Ann
call collect

overlap,

That’s More Than A Cover Up."
to arrange a fascinating
complimentary
facial

living

be

prices are incredible! It’s such a
steal get dirty muff
RESIDENCE

JOSE

SAN

color TV. parking, coed living
1450 to 590 per week.monthly
Discount 10 percent, 202 S 11th

Tuesday at 5: 30 p.m Please call
Ministry 298 0204 for

995MPus
siorship

IN

INTERESTED

loin new student organization
For more into call Erik Worth
at 2513920 (between 4 6pm)

New deluxe act For groups 6 or
10 145 and up daily smaller units

Female

PR VC Y nice

non
home

Evergreen Call 258 6252
COMBINATION OFFICE I ROOM
TO RENT GOOD for typing I
small

business

Across

1973 CLASSIC

Resource

Ron

OPENINGS.

FULL

SERVICE

PROCESSING

WORD
TYPING

I

Unfurn

consumer electronics Purim;
service, features the finest in
audio, video, and computers at
cost plus Actuio calibration ano
consulting

Linda in Sunnyvale at (408) 730

For
appt
by
prices/info/orders call 755 5530.

5857

ask for KEN

WILLOW GLEN Double
spaced from $1 00/pa resumes
from $5 00, also business typing
Ilse. 267 520. after I p.m

FRANKFURT S769rt.
HONG
1599rt,
02990w,
KONG
AUSTRALIA I NEW ZEALAND
54910w.

Plus
SI.
ID’s.
Railpasses. Tours, Youth Hostel
Passes and more Call or come
in CIE E 312 Sutter St. 110.407 SF

done
in
my
home
TYPING
Sunnyvale Area Call Lynn al

94106421 3473

PROFESSIONAL

738 1914

Resumes.

TYPIST

theses.

produced on
All Formats

Word

reports
Processor

50 per double

spaced Page Phone 973 3901
TYPING

Neat
and
accurate
reasonable rates located in So
San Jose Ask for Lori al MI

TYPING

4824

SUMMER IN PERU Earn college
credit visit the Amazon. see an
Inca Festival, art treasures in
Lima and much more Call Dr
Hamilton. Foreign Lang 217

TYPING Thesis. Term Papers.
etc . Esperienced and Fast,

2576

8674

Reasonable

Rates

Phone 269

JANE’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
SERVICE
Accurate,
high
quality, deadlines guaranteed
Reports,
theses,
resumes.

SPARTAN

budget
$14400

"NOT

TRAVELERS.

travel

to

lit

TOO

SHABBY-

Customers

yOu

Try

me

Say

my

2074335

After?. Thanks.

New York escape from
Hawaii getaway from

CAMBRIAN/LOS

papers.

etc

Work

performed on IBM Selectric II
Copy service available with
nominal tee Here is to another
smashing
5942

Resumes from 15. Call Pat at

letters

356 2065

Available

in

ALL THE BEST FOR LESS! Audio
Enterprises
SJSU’s complete

(Santa

TYPING

on campus ticket delivery free
Call SEVEN SEAS TVL 2447133

tutoring

Accurate IBM.

TYPING Fast and Accurate. $1 20
Call
per page
No resumes

Call

spelling and punctuation

will assist yeti in making those
dreams COTO true free Semite

etude

THESES, ETC

Clara)

ready

MONIQUE’S

STEREO

RESUMES.

Evenings/Weekends

GATOS
Dependable Typist All formats.
IBM Correcting Selectric tit
Double Spaced Page From St

1081 370

SECRETARY,

REPORTS

professional Quality. LOw Cost!
Guaranteed.
Pam,
247 2681

$10400 Discover Europe from
028430 Our student travel dept

No 10b 100 019

Anything

anytime before 10p.m. 263 8365

$369 Ow. S669 rt,
ST9Ort.
54100w,

Paris

Theses.

Audrey 990 5215.

preparation
Manual
TECH
frorn rough draft to camera
2687

formats

Jose, Call Kathie 01 51$ 1216

Done
TYPING SI.25/pg.
by
IBM
typist
on
experienced
Correcting Selectric Will check

Sacramento CA 90060

AMSTERDAM

1976 0210 Datsun 4 Or
sInt mid New tires, good body
53100 or b o Ph 2090961

resumes, reports. dissertations
Deadlines guaranteed So San

typed. APA format on request
III
Located
IBM corr. selec
near Tully Rd. and Senter

research

French conversation

smoker 298 30111
ORIGINAL

AP

TRAVEL

HAIL

SJSU

Science bldg Dependable I non
HELP WANTED

for

G.0 PR V 2928665

Economy

MARE

lessons Call 288 6647

handling

SI

SERVICES

available 2 bl. from clubs
RENT

plus

TRADITIONAL

S LAKE TAHOE 916 $41 4542 or 544
7031. Ask for Moore’s Manor

ROOM For
smoker

instructors,
counselors

or groups Offices near campus

CHRIST IANIT Y1 Come learn
about Orthodox Christianity and

Sr Office 122 N 8th St 998 0223

counseling programs
and study Opportunities Rev

Sports

personnel,

TYPING.

QUALITY

Europe. Carnbean, worldwide!
Send S8,95
Career
Summer

CLUB

building with cour
tyard, piano, fireplace, kitchen.
linen and housekeeping service.
Spacious

AT Campus Christian
Center Sunday. Lutheran 10 45
am Catholic 4 00 and 8-00 pen
Protestant Fellowship Supper

skill

Robertson is now available by
appointment 01, 10 for individuals

they’re having a sale but these

WORSHIP

YOUR OWN import style
beer for half the price of Oly
More alcohol. better taste, Free

can

but

which and how they are used is a

gutty I can’t believe what they are
doing at Earth Toys I knew

HOUSING

Christine Kelly 216 9181

Ifiatalile Shires. Fr. Bob Hayes.
Sr
Joan Panetta. Rev. Sorb
enhaber

AND FRAUD

distinguished. Knowing which is

Call
and

RESORTS,

EXPEDITIONS!

PLICATION,

SCIENCE, MAGIC,

All

curate

266 9448

FOR SALE

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
a<
Neat,
years experience.

GLEN/ALMADEN

IS70 112 51.
EXOTIC

AUTOMOTIVE

Sfvn Creek) 246 0636 or 629 8913

Quality typing I editing. Co
perienced I versatile Wed. proc.
Avail lam to Opm. Call Marcia

GUIDE to CRUISE WORLD. 20.
2533 Watt Ace, P 0 Box 60129

Beautiful full service

238

WILLOW

For information call 415 444 5676

$25 Rev Wright 733-4645. days
or anytime on weekends

Jan

to public Library) San Jose, CA.
14081
292 1613. Hours,
95113
Mon Fri 9 5/Sat I Sun, Call 314

or 415 825 7900

waiting
Anyone

1406,247 8433.
SUE’S RESUMES, term papers.
theses, mss
eaSt,
accurate.
since 1920. IBM core selec 361
S. Monroe St. 4 (Hwy. 17 and

7663
Exc quality typing bra professional.
Reasonable rates 214 1975

office

WEDDINGS Marry legally in your
home or mine or on location. No

where shouts of
Wirnpee. please

Etc

IBM

Electronic 736 6910

Experienced technical. thesis.
Term paper I Dissertations Use
do
can
also
which
equip

Agency...Trip I Travel Planning
Co. 140 W San Carlos St. (next

SAILING
Needed.

ever heard of a Cervical Capl
Available at 3 Bay Area clinics.

REWARD

Available 7 days a week

repetitious Ites

semester,

Cali

251

LEMONS

TYPING
EASYTYPE
SERVICE
term papers, theses, resumes.
2190112

Word

4021 MAI+

Proc

Ii

Latin col

lege courses Private and grouts
lessons 140111 736 1968

one bedroom apt Must be c lea.,

’0

quiet and sober $325 00/ single
1375/double First I last months
rent I $300.00 sec 551 S Sixth St

Part time
now, possible full time during
summer Varied Hours. Days.
Filing,
Weekends
Evenings.

OFriCE

ASSISTANT

Cashiering, Phones, Russell’s
Furniture Mrs Rocha, RDS 263

793 0989/998 3408

Private Room ’,block SJSU Kit peon
Resp Male Student No Smoking

.0043

297 7679

INTERESTED

IN

CAMPING

AT
BIG SUR, Expenses Paid] We
need 251 Lifeguard Volunteers
for

Teen

Campouts

Sponsored by
Rev

Dept

in

June.

Salvation

Army

ATTENTION DORM DWELLERS.
where are you moving to after
finals, If you’re staying for
summer school. THETA CHI
available
rooms
have
1125/mo call 0,11 0, Rick at 279
will

Please Call Nan Or

.Cindy al 9911 400
WORK

STUDY

9619

Director’s Office for

lob

Union

Milton’s.

Both start at 5395 per hour 11
assistant
10/15
Must type 21 main
hes/sok

Fern

COMPANIONS

SO 9th St Parking Call 297 6722
Antique Home

1.3 60/hr
ip275*

Rooms for rent in Large Victorian
House Across from San Jose
State S100 00 and up Cali Bob at

ssr 8117 or 2930422

14151 1156 04111 or *61

AR!,
BALLET
OF
Lincoln Ave Spring classes in
ballet. ian. exercise, tap in
Per
training
dile duel, zed

ROOM

FOR

RENT Female

All

Vivileges Family living Rent
!ix! uti equal 117132/month Cali
after 6P m
0637
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70
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SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192
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Semester Rates I All Issues
101ines $45 00

;flows PO 00

BAD HABIT Top 40 band availatiie
for weddings, parties, clubs, etc

15 lines $00 00

Phone 277-3175

Auditions WK. request Call
738 8765
Stuart.
or
251 8516
Jarmo

For

rile a Classification
PHOTOGRAPHY

70

color prints. 5 hrs Photo album
call
and
negatives
629500
Schwartz.
146 3749
Douala,
Photographing
weddings
for
over 70 yr,

Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Autnnintise

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

I AO So Found

Stereo

1)penx

Classified Desk Located Outside JCZ

Days

/
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/
/

DELIVERY PIZZA PIZZA

EXPRESS

WEDDING

TO

DISABLED
Children/adults, we train, over
Wt,
18.
flex
Start
hes

RACOUET

Student discount

rates
Pick up and Delivery
Fast Service Call n6 6826

Nonsmoker SI75 1/3 ulfs lot

Scheduling

tenance assistants 20 tirs/wk
Previous cop helpful

STRINGING

SJSU,Downtown area to mid
night I am Fri/Sat Also 4360
Stevens
Creek
1244 1981,
Checks0 K w/ID

STUDENTS

NEEDED!"
No
more
freeze Apply in Student

PROFESSIONAL

Near

SECRETARIAL
CLARA
SERVICE (corner of Scott and
Bentonl Handling educationai,
business
and your
personal
984 720
1408
typing needs

fast.

conscientious

dependable.

processing

typing/word

typestyles,

of

780/101 275 9285
SANTA

TYPING

ACCURATE

Page or hourly cost 738 4558
Quality

variety

9525

errors!

looses..InsurancoOur service
cost you nothing extra. We area
full
service
Travel

CRUISES

Pleasant Hill 415 825 7900,

PERSONALS

Grad Stud
IBM
11
So
San
Jose/Ellossorn Valley Janet 227

Accurate
Per

Fast,

II,

Spelling

Correct

Adventure

I

App
SJSU
Selectric

Sunnyvale

Svc .

PRECISE
typing
PROFESSIONAL.
IBM
on
my
performed
Wide
correcting Selectric II

in

dissertations

reports,

EXPERIENCED

WOMEN! How much do you know
about birth contr011 Have yOu

19161 173 1433
-See what Mary Kay Cosmetics can
an for you "Tile Cosmetics

Health

415 444 3676

Everywoman’s

to

in

1246 Acalanes. No. 121 P0. Box
60152. Sunnyvale. CA 94088.

SF

FREE

Passes..Camp

Typing

Selectric

Clubs Work
I
(students only).
abroad prop
student
Inter European
flights .Car
rental
1

Calif. 91330,

14.95 Alasco,

WOMEN ON THE RIVER: 3 day
whitewater GUIDE SCHOOL:
May
7 9.
River/Mountain

Hotel
no.
Tours .Groups

address to. Hollybay Company
(Dept 501,1300
590,
Saugus,

FOUND:Gray Wool Shirt. Jacket by
S,U. on 475, Name Pocket

fisheries. oil industry and more!
formation guide

Dental Hygiene student looking
for State Board patient call
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Sorneonel
greeting card works wonders.
Mail SI with your name and

Hall:
Nylon ski jacket, tan with blue
lining,
zip off
stripe,
green

Reiko’s

Exp

deadlines guaranteed
theses,

PROMPT.

neatness,

Accuracy.

TYPING

Jove 264 1019

Identity

card. Youth Hostel Pass..Eurail

Admire

Markham

NEW
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theses,

TO

plus free teeth
give S25.
cleaning to qualified candidate

Passes..Britrail

papers,

resumes,
end
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reports,
repetitive letters, camera ready
copy IBM Selectric Yr/memory

CA.MEXICO..HAWAILUSA...In
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I

term

TYPE

ZEALAND .ISRAEL..ASIA..AFRI
ternational

Will

Sightseeing.

before 5 pen. Debbie

RATES

AUSTRALIA

party. Rick 20 0314 after 6PM

Musicians(s) w/o amps for wedding
reception on 5/29/82 2243011.

more info, call 271 805

ventures. 3304 Geary Blvd
94118 14151 221 3333

Male
LADIES!!
ATTENTION
stripper for your bachelorette

All fields. 000

contents
COME OUT AND JOIN US! The Gay
and Lesbian Student Union meets
every Thu at Ilpm, Guadalupe
Rrn in the Student Union. For

or

I

FLIGHTS
Travel ..CHARTER
EUROPE
SPECIAL

STUDENT

Free info. Write 1.1C Box 52 CA
38 Corona Del Mar, CA. 97625

backpacking, climbing. cycling.
Parties and more.

to San Jose City
Council District Three. VOte
Tint Fitzgerald June 0th

Avenue 378 MOO.

because we almost always have
a vacancy 295743$.

monthly.

are

TRAVEL.. We

STUDENT

Travel agents who specialize in
Budget
and
Student

OCCASIONS

Summer/year
Amer ,
S.
Europe.

Australia. Asia

ALL

and all budgets
Calligraphy and weddings our
specialty Call Invitations Ink,

593 8609.

round.

FOR

INVITATIONS

saunas ping
pong exercise
room billiard room 3200 Payne

OVERSEAS JOBS

StERRA

CLUB
meets
every
Tuesday /0’7.30 p.m., in Inc
Goad
Rrn
in the Student
Union Activities include skiing,

Make
time.

WEST PARK APARTMENTS One
two three bedrooms Pool spa

unfurnished for One person nil’.
This ad
runs all semester

$1200

community

Tn if
ctor
are
I is
s by
the

Ken
pitchers
using
Rebiejo, John McLarnan
against
and Ron Kolstad
the Broncos.

Auto Parts t3s Machine Shop Service

SPRIM,

(AR

Perfect for students. 2nd job.
homemaker Flexible hours 415.

Chance

ELECT A SJSU GRADUATE and a
20 year resident of the campus

such
Ater
)tion
and
’iber
metes
loots
be

Though its record is
only 3-3 in the second half,

the Spartans have played
each game all the way to
the wire.
Coach Gene Menges
thinks his team should be 60, and with a few breaks,
they could be.
Last weekend, the
Spartans traveled to Reno
to do battle with the

$at Lincoln
(ti Limos St.)

101R

the Spartans’ is freshman
second baseman Marko
Trapani/
Against Nevada-Reno
last weekend, Trapani had
six hits in 10 at-bats, scored
four runs and collected
three RBI. During the week
he raised his average from
.256 to .321.
The Spartans will be

classificds
FT position 717 STORE 1639 E

ion

After a horrendous
first half of the Northern
California Baseball
Association, the SJSU
baseball team is presenting
a new look for the second
half.

Foaming Brushes N4 ill

ew

average.
Other top hitters for
the Spartans are shortstop
Ed Rettagliata and third
baseman Rick Dominguez,
both hitting .312.
Scott
Outfielder
Hertler is hitting .320, while
Paul
centerfielder
Willoughby is at .282.
Another hot hitter for

Spartans falling victim to late inning rallies

Clean 0111Thal Road Film

San Jose, CA 951126
service

ANNOUNCEMENTS

It

Spartans, 5-2, earlier this
season. Martin is 4-0 with a
league leading 1.46 ERA.
He has also recorded two
saves.
The Spartans, as they
have been all year, will be
led by Gene Robinson.
Robinson currently
stands fourth in the league
in hitting with a .371

Coin -Op Auto Wash
Always Open

bonnie’s

professional

edin
ner.,
is is

DUS

time, Samuels was 3-0 with
an 0.59 ERA.
Other pitchers for the
Dave
are
Broncos
McKenna, Pat Larkin and
Lloyd Martin.
McKenna is 5-0 with a
3.75 ERA. Larkin is 6-1 with
a 2.83 ERA, sixth in the
league.
the
beat
Larkin

ASTOR’S

A

!1i as
they
time
,xas-

ison
es to
and
I. In
hird
tans
the
lara
the

RBI. The shortstop will be
Cliff Judd, hitting .262 with
two homeruns and 13 RBI,
while at third base will be
Rich Martig, who is hitting
.279 with one home run and
15 RBI.
Doing the catching for
the Broncos will be Kevin
Walters. Walters is hitting
.300 with one home run and
22 RBI.
Though its hitting is
good, it was the pitching
that carried Santa Clara to
the first-half championship.
The top pitcher for the
Broncos is Roger Samuels.
Samuels is 5-3 with a 2.09
earned
run average,
second in the league.
Earlier this season the
Spartans dealt Samuels his
first loss of the season,
beating him 7-3. At that

/
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/
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/
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’Back Alive’
plays tonight
in the Pub

Just another dog day afternoon
-7

Group performs ’60’s music
with an energetic ’80 beat

t

By Lee Sherman
The ’60s pop sound isn’t dead.
Back Alive will revive the corpse when they play
tonight in the Spartan Pub.
The four-piece group is made up of Randy Spendlove,
lead guitar, Dale Lewis, drums and vocals, Scott Lamb,
bass guitar and vocals, and Greg Noga, rhythm guitar and
vocals.
"We’re trying to bring back the message of the sixties," Noga said.
He said the group places great emphasis on the lyrical
content of its songs.
"We’d like to be a band where you go and you dance
and have a good time, but you also listen to the words,"
Noga said.
He said he sees a lot of apathy in the world, and he
believes the group’s music can be a catalyst to action.
"Everyone’s complaining but no one is doing
anything," Noga said. "We want to do a little bit more
than just be a jukebox."
He admitted he isn’t sure the message will get
through but he believes it is worth trying.
/’v

’We really want to get
into the college crowd’

Cralg Lee

The fountain in the quad near Tower Hall is perfect for people to dip thee hot helped in thee quest for aqua by Anthony Ramone, a business junior. The
feet, but its a poor design for thirsty dogs These two weary canines were dogs had no comment on the design of the fountain.

1981 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee. Wis
"If we can get maybe fivc people out of 100 to write a
congressman, then it’s fine," he said.
Pub entertainment director Cam Roberson described
the music of Back Alive as "Beatle-influenced" and added
that it has a "distinct style." Noga said they strive for
originality.
"We don’t play the latest FM or AM hits," he said.
He was hesistant to describe their music in detail but
summed it up as "sixties pop music with an eighties upbeat."
"They’re a real energetic band," Roberson said.
"They’re real enthusiastic about their music."
Noga said the group prefers the direct approach.
"We don’t put up a wall like a lot of bands, people like
us because we’re honest," he said.
He said he is looking forward to playing the Pub
because he feels that more people might by paying attention to the band.
"We really want to get into the college crowd," Noga
said. "I think a college club is different. They appreciate
originality a little bit more."
Back Alive plays from 8 toll tonight.
On the lighter, acoustic side, is the afternoon return of
guitarist Paul Blote’ who plays from 3 p.m. toil p.m.

Asian group
hosts dance
this evening
By Vivian Vasquez
Asian Students In Action Now will present a dance
from 9 to 1 tonight at the Holiday Inn, 282 Almaden Blvd.
The dance will feature two bands. Dash of White, a
local band, will play top 40 rock tunes. C.P. Salt, from the
San Francisco Bay area, will play funk soul music.
The dance is sponsored by AS.
Advance tickets are $4, or $6 at the door.
"This is our first dance," said Robert Higashi,
president of ASIAN. "It’s a new thing for us, so we’re
hoping for a good turnout."
ASIAN is an unrecognized organization on campus.
According to Higashi, it’s been in existence for a yearand-a-half.. However, the organization has never submitted by-laws to A.S.
"Right now, the by-laws are being prepared to submit
to A.S.," Higashi said.
The purpose of the organization is to bring the Asian
students on campus together culturally and form unity
between the groups.
According to Higashi, there are Korean, Chinese,
Vietnamese, Japanese and Filipino students that make up
the SJSU Asian population.
The organization is supported by SJSU’s Asian
American Studies program.
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ANK SHOTS,TRICK SHOTS
AND 0TH TABLE MANNERS.
I’m gonna teach you a coupla
things that’ll 1) impress your friends,
and 2) maybe lose some friends.
All you need is good eyesight, a
little dexterity, and three essentials:
a pool table, pool cue, and some
Lite Beer from Miller.
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TICKETS NOW ON SALE
hind( ’(/ /)1)

!IC

ASSI)r.

Here’s a goodie. I call it the
"Cheap Shot: Place a ball on the
edge of the corner pocket. Then.
take a half-dollar and lean it against
the side rail at the other end of the
table. (If you don’t have a half-dollar,
you can always write home to your
parents: they’d love to hear from you.)
Tell your friends you’re gonna
sink the ball in the corner, using the
half-dollar as a cue ball. It’s not hard.
Hit the coin solidly on the edge, just
above the center, and it will roll along
the rail knocking the ball in the
pocket. But don’t forget to scoff up
the half -dollar. Because you’re not

supposed to lose money
doing trick shotsjust win
Lite Beers.

THE COIN TRICK
is one drives people nuts.
Place a ball on the head spot. With the
chalk, make a circle around it, approximately 8" in diameter. Then put a quarter or half-dollar on top of the ball. (Yes,
you can use the same one from before,
or you can write home to your parents
again ) Place the cue ball behind the
foot line and have your friends

LITE BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN A BEER. AND LESS.
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try to knock the coin out of the circle.
Chances are, they won’t be able to
(this is a good time to work on your
Lite Beer and act smug).
When you shoot, do one of two
things: hit the object ball head-on
with follow-through so the cue ball
knocks the coin out, or hit the cue
ball very, very slowly so the coin rolls
off the object ball.

TABLE MANNERS
Now for simple table etiquette.
After you’ve "hustled" your friends,
you gotta keep ’em. So do what I call
"Clearing the Table:’ Simply offer to
buy the next round of Lite Beer.
They’ll all clear the table fast and
head for the bar (or to your room or
apartment). Then, once they all have
Lite (just one apieceyou’re not too
rich, remember), tell them with Lite in
hand and a smirk on your face that
your shots were no big dealyou
were just showin’ off.
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